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limitless, 
effortlessly

REDISCOVER…

Beyond its exceptional performances, 
CudaJet is a real time machine, allowing 
you to rediscover the water element as 
naturally as if you were born there. 
 
Securely fixed to your back, the jetpack 
becomes a natural extension. It gives 
you an unparalleled freedom and 
exhilarating sensation of diving in 

“weightlessness” in all dimensions, 
without any comparison with the nautical 
machines that tow you. No underwater 
device has such natural maneuverability 
and such propulsive force in a compact 
design! 
 
Rediscover unlimited water, effortlessly... 
Take your place next to a Barracuda. 

Cradle of all life on earth, oceans have seen the 
appearance of fearsome animals that are increasingly 
adapted to their environment. Among the marine species, 
the Barracuda is one of the fastest fish with a top speed of 
nearly 45Km/hour. Our underwater jetpack takes its name 
from this torpedo of the seas.



MADE IN 
ENGLAND

Design & performance 
Quality in every detail 
 
The CudaJet is a concentrate of advanced technologies. At the 
heart of each machine are top-quality components selected 
for their resistance to seawater and a fearsome high-
performance electric propulsion system. Finally, each jetpack 
is meticulously assembled by hand in England.  
 

 
 

 
The value of life is 
not measured in 
quantity of goods, it 
is measured in 
emotions.

 
 
 

 
A unique feeling of 
weightlessness in 3 
dimensions!

40Kg  MAXIMAL 
THRUST

40’     POWER 
AUTONOMY

13Kg    LIGHTWEIGHT 
DESIGN

3m/sec   INCREDIBLE 
SPEED

40m      MAXIMAL 
DEPTH

FLUID DESIGN 
Reduced drag for optimized speed

SMOOTH CONTROLLER 
Gradual and micrometric

CLEAR & SIMPLE DISPLAY 
Ulr abright LCD color display

Simple device, 
perfect control 
 
The jetpack is equipped with a perfectly ergonomic and easy-to-
use remote control. Its micrometric trigger allows you to finely adjust 
your speed. All the important technical data (speed, thrust, depth, 
level of charge… ) are displayed on a bright LCD screen. 

The harness, a human/machine interface 
carefully designed 
 
The adjustable harness plays a crucial role in transmitting thrust to 
the user. Neither too flexible nor too rigid, it allows the jetpack to 
become one with you while preserving confort and unparalleled 
freedom of movement. 

BATTERY STATE 
 
View battery life and 
remaining time for a full 
charge when the jetpack 
is charging.

LEAK INDICATOR 
 
In unlikely event of a 
malfunction, the built-it 
computer sends you an 
alert .

DEPTH INDICATOR 
 
Set the depth limit up to 
40m. An alert is 
displayed, the controller 
vibrates and the logo 
lights up in red when the 
threshold is reached.

TEMP INDICATOR 
 
The built-in computer 
continuously monitors 
battery temperature to 
get the most out of your 
CudaJet.

The 
marine world 
awaits
Whether you are an avid free-diver, 
snorkeler or scuba diver, diving with a 
CudaJet is a fascinating, unforgettable and 
totally new experience!

RETURN TO THE NATURAL STATE...
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PROFESSIONALS ONLY

PROFESSIONALS ONLY

LIMITED EDITION ONLY 20 MADE

LIMITED EDITION ONLY 10 MADE

CUDAJET JETPACK 

Lifeguards 
 

Cudajet and Bünkl motors have developed a specific version for 
firefighters and sea rescuers. This version sports a recognizable 
firered color and high visibility reflective strips.

CUDAJET JETPACK 

Silverfish 
 

The world’s first underwater jetpack was born in this classic and 
timeless silver livery. Our underwater jetpack provides an 
unparalleled feeling of freedom coupled with predatory 
maneuverability. Swim in weightlessness in a new underwater world.

CUDAJET JETPACK 

Black/yellow 
 

The CudaJet Founder's Edition is a 20-piece limited edition in a 
dedicated black and saffron yellow finish. Each underwater jetpack 
is numbered on both the thruster and the harness. Each jetpack 
comes with a certificate of authenticity.

CUDAJET JETPACK 

Event horizon black 
 

Originally intended for jet fighters camouflage to eliminate any 
reflection, here is the ultra-exclusive version of our jetpack in 
absolute deep black. This patented coating is made of carbon 
nanoparticles that absorb 99.96% of visible light and make it 
perfectly black even in bright light.

Models
CUDAJET JETPACK 

Tactical camo & marine camo 
 

The tactical camo versions drastically reduce glare and breaking up 
the silhouette for stealth integration into the environment. These 
versions have been developed for the special forces for an 
improved autonomy and speed and are equipped with a rebreather. 

Prices 2023* 
Cudajet “Silverfish”                                                                                                            16900 ₤ 
Cudajet “Black/yellow”                                                                                                      21125 ₤ 
Cudajet “Event horizon black”                                                                                         25350 ₤ 
Cudajet “Founders edition”                                                                                               46475 ₤ 
Additional harness S/M/L                                                                                                  1398 ₤ 
Hardcase with foam                                                                                                             1453 ₤ 
3 years extended warranty                                                                                                3803 ₤ 
 
* Prices do not include VAT, shipping and customs costs, packaging and storage box. Extended warranty does not include back and 

forth shipping. Returned product must be shipped through our authorized carrier.


